
 
 

 

Leading renewable energy developer seeks an Analyst to support with global 

market research, project origination and project development.  
 

AMP Solar Group is a global powerhouse in the development, financing and management of superior quality, 

large-scale asset portfolios comprised of distributed and utility-scale solar projects.  

 

The Company is led by a market-leading international team with extensive backgrounds in the origination, 

development and financing of energy assets globally. Since its inception in 2009, the Company has built, 

financed or contracted over 420MW of utility-scale and distributed generation solar projects, predominantly in 

Ontario and the United Kingdom. The quality and scale of these projects has attracted top-tier financial partners, 

such as Apollo Global Management, Manulife and Potentia Solar, a majority-owned IPP of the Canadian insurer 

Power Corporation. The Company is currently well positioned to scale its asset platform in the highest growth 

and most desirable energy markets around the world, and is on track to construct and own a portfolio in excess 

of 1.5GW by 2019. 

 

AMP is looking to hire an Analyst within its Strategy and Research team to support AMP’s continued growth in 

Canada, Japan, the United States, India and Mexico. Reporting to the Director of Strategy and Research, and 

based out of the Company’s head office in Mississauga, Ontario, the Analyst will contribute to a high caliber 

team of financial professionals by providing high-value, timely, and accurate analysis and insights which help 

shape and drive sound investment decision-making for the firm. This position provides an excellent opportunity 

for a motivated and qualified candidate to gain front-line exposure to and contribute considerable value towards 

a premier growth platform at the frontier of the rapidly growing solar market in leading international markets.  

 

Duties and Responsibilities: 

 Undertake market research and analysis to identify potential new business opportunities. 

 Create content for board presentations and potential clients. 

 Become familiar and monitor on a regular basis energy regulations to determine up – and 
– coming markets worth pursuing;  track RFP’s and RFQ’s and closely monitor market 
trends and innovative services and financial structures.  

 Support the senior team on a variety of tasks related to project origination, development, 
execution and financing. 

 Become familiar and able to manage financial models to price service offerings under the 
supervision of senior colleagues.  

 Support and organize the management of electronic data related to market research and 
project origination and development.  

 Turn around ad hoc market and financial analysis as required in a timely manner. 



Qualifications: 

 2 years+ relevant work experience (ideally in energy corporate, financial/management 
consulting or development industry). 

 MBA or undergraduate degree in business, commerce, finance or a related-discipline. 

 Experience of energy market research and exposure to project development life cycle. 

 International energy industry exposure and understanding of the market dynamics and 
key drivers a plus. 

 Good presentation and business writing skills required to interact with senior 
management. 

 Commercially astute with well-developed quantitative and qualitative analysis skills. 

 Well organized with a high level of energy and initiative to perform in a fast paced and 
challenging environment. 

 Advanced Excel, PowerPoint and Word skills with good financial modeling capabilities. 

 Self-motivated possessing a strong work ethic with an ability to manage multiple 
tasks/projects in a fast-paced, deadline oriented environment. 

 

Please send your cover letter and resume to hr@ampsolargroup.com  
 

Applications will be assessed as received and the position filled once a suitable candidate has 

been identified.  Applications will not be considered if received after close of business on August 

10th , 2016. 

We thank all applicants for their interest, however only candidates selected for interview will be 

contacted. AMP Solar Group is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
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